St Patrick’s School Booklist 2016

Year 3

- 6 lined and blank (botany) scrapbooks (slightly bigger than A4)
- 6 A4 Year 3 red/blue lined books; not spiral 96 pages
- 5 A4 quad ruled exercise books – must be 10mm squares.
- 1 Art Sketch book (Quill-Q579)
- 2 Paint Paintbrushes (1 x size 2, 1 x size 8)
- 1 calculator
- 1 paint shirt
- 1 library bag (waterproof)
- 2 reams of A4 paper
- 2 large box of tissues
- 1 Pack highlighters (4 colours)
- 1 Small pencil case [empty]
- 1 USB stick
- 1 sturdy, fully enclosed folder (homework)
- 1 pair of Ear phones

Textbook;
- 1 Handwriting Conventions Queensland Book 3
- New Wave Mentals Book B or Book C (Homework Maths Book)
- Beginners Dictionary (from year 1 or 2)

Please ensure ALL school items are CLEARLY MARKED WITH PUPIL’S NAME.